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Abstract—Properly sized capacitor banks are connected across induction motors for several reasons including power factor correction, reducing distortions, increasing capacity, etc. Total harmonic distortion (THD) and power factor (PF) are used in such cases to quantify the improvements obtained through connection of the external capacitor banks. On the other hand, one of the methods for assessing the motor internal condition is by the use of Park’s pattern analysis. In spite of taking adequate precautionary measures, the capacitor banks may sometimes malfunction. Such a minor fault in the capacitor bank is often not apparently discernible. This may however, give rise to substantial degradation of power factor correction performance and may also damage the supply profile. The case is more severe with the fact that the Park’s pattern gets distorted due to such external capacitor faults, and can give anomalous results about motor internal fault analyses. The aim of this paper is to present simulation and hardware laboratory test results to have an understanding of the anomalies in harmonic distortion and Park’s pattern analyses in induction motors due to capacitor bank defects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An induction machine requires reactive power for operation. Thus its power factor is inherently poor, and it is worse especially at starting and when running with light loads or also when operating with power electronics converter [1]. When operating at a lagging power factor, a power system requires additional VAr flow, which results in reduced system capacity, increased system losses, reduced system voltage and also result in additional costs in the form of penalties [2].

Harmonic current generated by the motor load flows from the load into the power system [3]. The harmonic-laden power system current is then imposed on all of the remaining loads connected to the system. This current distortion may result in more harmonics generation.

The reactive power consumption is traditionally minimized (power improvement) by connecting shunt capacitors to the terminals of the motor. Shunt capacitors connected to the terminals of the motor supply the reactive power to counteract some or the entire lagging component of the inductive load current of the induction motor [4].

The correcting capacitors, often connected in banks on smaller units, may fail in part due to one reason or the other. This creates a severe situation by deteriorating the PF correction scheme and often confusing the motor protection relay settings or any other motor monitoring devices used.

Aim of this research project is to investigate the effects of malfunction of capacitor bank connected in parallel with the motor on Concordia patterns, THD and power factor.

II. CAPACITOR BANK FAILURES

There are a number of ways in which a capacitor bank may be connected, with the choice being dependent on the voltage level of the system, the KVAR capacity of the bank, the system grounding, and the desired relay protection.

A capacitor bank of a given size and voltage rating may be made up of a number of series groups of capacitors, and a number of parallel capacitors per series group.

Each capacitor unit is typically protected by an individual fuse, externally mounted between the capacitor unit and the capacitor bank fuse bus. With internally fused capacitors, when a capacitor pack or element fails, the current, through its individual fusible link, will be considerably higher than the normal current. This higher current will blow the fusible link, thereby isolating the failed pack or element [5].

When a fuse blows in a capacitor bank, an increase in the fundamental frequency voltage occurs on the remaining units in that series group. An unbalance detection scheme is employed to monitor such conditions and to take action as required.

Unbalance protection normally provides the primary protection for arcing faults within a capacitor bank and other abnormalities that may damage capacitor units and or fuses. Arcing faults may cause substantial damage in a small fraction of a second [6]. The unbalance protection should have minimum intentional delay in order to minimize the amount of damage to the bank in the event of external arcing.

III. CONCORDIA PATTERN ANALYSIS FOR MOTOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS

One of the potential methods of induction motor fault
detection based on the analysis of the line currents is the Concordia vector or Park’s vector approach [7-10]. In Park’s Vector representation, ellipticity of the figure increases with the severity of the fault and its major axis orientation is associated to the faulty phase. Detailed theoretical background for obtaining Park’s pattern from 3 phase stator currents can be found in [7-10].

The current Concordia vector (plot between \(I_\alpha\) and \(I_\beta\)) is a circular pattern centered on the origin of the coordinates. Under balanced supply voltage condition and a healthy motor with balanced load, the corresponding \(\alpha\beta\) stator current components trajectories create a uniform circle in the state space [8, 11]. This acts as a reference figure that allows the detection of abnormal conditions by monitoring the deviations of acquired patterns.

In the case of a fault in the stator winding, the \(\alpha\beta\) trajectory no longer remains circular, but becomes elliptic whose major axis orientation is associated to the faulty phase. Such a situation is reproduced from [11] and is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Current Concordia pattern for faulty condition [18]](image)

IV. LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

A. Simulation using PSCAD

Power Systems Computer Aided Design (PSCAD) is a simulation software with which complex networks and control systems can be simulated. Power quality disturbances such as capacitor switching and voltage sags events with emphasis on system faults and induction motor starting are of particular interest [12]. Computer simulation results indicate that the software can be utilized as an effective tool for simulating power quality problems [13].

In the present work, PSCAD has been used to construct model of a three phase induction motor, supplied from a balanced three phase supply through a capacitor bank. The simulation model in PSCAD is shown in Fig. 2. Faults have been simulated in the capacitor banks in three different phases and line currents are recorded. Average power factor and THD of the line current signal have been computed for different cases, as were Concordia patterns generated.

Simulation Test Observations and Results Analysis

From Table I, it is observed that PF values are higher for cases with higher degree of capacitor unbalancing. THD values are also found to be increasing with degree of unbalancing in capacitor bank. Any power quality monitoring device connected to such a system thus, may indicate anomalous results about harmonic distortion.

![Fig. 2 PSCAD simulation model](image)

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Point</th>
<th>Capacitance/phase(μf)</th>
<th>Power factor</th>
<th>Total harmonic distortion (THD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>3 3 3</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>7.5 3 3</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>7.5 3 1</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>4.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>3 3 1</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>3 3 7</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>1 3 7</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 gives plot of the recorded three-phase current wave and the derived \(\alpha\)-\(\beta\) component currents corresponding to test cases S1 and S4. S1 represent a balanced capacitor bank test case, while S4 is for an unbalanced case. The variations and unbalancing in the current waves due to capacitor bank failure...
is clearly visible in Fig. 3(b). Similar plots can be obtained for the other test cases. Concordia patterns obtained by plotting \( \alpha \) vs. \( \beta \) component currents for test cases S1-S6 are plotted in Fig. 4 \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) axes are plotted in terms of per unit values where the instantaneous values are divided by peak of rated motor line current.

![Fig. 3 Three phase current and \( \alpha-\beta \) component currents for test case (a) S1 and (b) S4](image)

![Fig. 4 Concordia patterns corresponding to test cases (a) S1 – S3 and (b) S4 – S6](image)

As can be seen in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) that the Concordia pattern corresponding to the healthy condition S1 is a perfect circle. However for other cases (S2 – S6) with different degrees of unbalance in capacitance connected in the three phases, the Concordia pattern is found to deviate from its regular circular shape to more elliptical shape with different angles and different directions of inclination.

### B. Hardware Test Details

The test setup shown in Fig. 5 consists of one laboratory grade 1.5 kW, 3-phase, 440V, 50 Hz induction motor along with a capacitor bank with series parallel combination of six capacitors (1\( \mu \)F and 2.25\( \mu \)F, three each) in each phase. A number of variations could thus be obtained by different combinations of the externally connected capacitors in each phase. Motor line currents are measured with YOKOGAWA power meter [Model WT230], and then transferred to the PC for further analysis. Table II summarizes the different test conditions with corresponding values of THD and power factors.

### C. Hardware Test Observations and Results

Observing Table II, PF values are found to be poorer and much more unpredictable in the case of unbalanced capacitor banks (T2-T5) as compared to the test case T1 where balanced capacitor bank is used. THD values are also found to be increasing with degree of unbalancing in capacitor bank. Any power quality monitoring device connected to such a system thus, may indicate anomalous results about harmonic distortion.

Concordia patterns obtained by plotting \( \alpha \) vs. \( \beta \) component currents for test cases T1-T5 are plotted in Fig. 6. \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) axes are plotted in terms of per unit values where the instantaneous values are divided by peak of rated motor line current.
It is clearly evident from the Concordia patterns shown in Fig. 6 that unbalance in capacitor bank drastically changes the shape of the pattern. The amount of distortion of Concordia pattern is largely related to unbalance in the capacitor bank values. Any assessment of the motor internal condition based on these Concordia patterns will thus be anomalous. The extremely distorted Concordia pattern shown in Fig. 6 (e) is attributed to the harmonic prone and completely unbalanced three phase current pattern of T5.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Point</th>
<th>Capacitance/phase (μF)</th>
<th>Power Factor of each phase</th>
<th>THD %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Leading power factor
V. CONCLUSION

Properly designed capacitor banks when connected to induction motors can improve the power factor among other improvements in overall performance. Any malfunction of the capacitor bank (even partially) can, however, cause unwanted degradation of system performance. Power supply distortions normally can be quantified by PF and THD, whereas Concordia pattern analysis can be used to assess motor internal condition. Simulation and laboratory hardware test results presented in this paper illustrates how malfunction of capacitor bank can give anomalous indication of both supply irregularities (in terms of PF and THD) and motor condition (in terms of Concordia patterns). Enough precautions are thus essential to comment on harmonic distortion and Concordia pattern analyses in induction motors in the presence of capacitor banks.
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